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MARTA PETREU. POETRY AS ONTOLOGICAL
EXASPERATION

The poetry of Martha Petreu followed, from the debut volume
(Bring the Verbs), of 1981, to Scara lui Iacob (Jacob's

Ladder) in 2006, an itinerary of knowledge and self-knowledge, in an
approach of an extreme lucidity that tries to clarify existential and
gnosiologic options, to give them a firmer outline, to place them in a most
comprehensive personal and moral horizon. Nicolae Manolescu in

(postwar Romanian literature) gives us
perhaps the most plausible portrait of the poet: "Marta Petreu is an
egocentric by nature, of an arrogance that must be understood mainly as a
refusal to spare herself. Her pride consists in taking herself as a bad
example, if I may say so, dissecting herself with a sharp scalpel, in order to
show her grief, frustration, hopelessness and failure. We are dealing with a
lyricism of disillusionment, which does not dissimulate itself but comes out
into the open: the poet hits the nail on the head, rummages in the most
painful places, with unbearable cruelty." Austere and also firmly directed
lyricism of her own inner world, Marta Petreu's poetry is, almost always, 
concerned with the theme of identity, through its very own way of
speaking, in which the intellect dominates and the obsessions of the flesh, 
of the soul, of entrails, are retracted to the subconscious of the poem, like
expiations of feelings of guilt for the flaw of logically structuring feelings,
of giving them a rational turn. The effluvia of emotions are therefore
crystallized in the alembic of thought, passed through the refrigerant filter
of ideas, in an effort to geometrically order an imprecise world, to translate
into clear image the vagueness of the soul, the whirling of everyday
reactions, the chaotic movement of everyday repressions. The poem

(Morning Prayer), outlines, for example, an
inventory of frustrations and failures of being in a rudimentary language
and in an only apparently neutral tone, with elliptical notations that reveal
the strain of the self, the convulsive tremor of conscience, the retrenchment
of authorial will in the minimalist gestures of denuded metaphors, devoid
of mannerist rhetoric.:

tie. Zadarnic./ Eu am vrut
-
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-a vrut pe mine femeie/

praf)// Am m

Another thematic direction of the poetry of Marta Petreu is the one
in which allegory takes on Biblical attire and the liturgical tone turns into
imprecation. The thrill of the transcendental is, therefore, desacralized,
framed by the contours of the human, rewritten in unconventional

psalms. But Marta Petreu takes desecration much further, transferring
liturgical images, the divine imponderableness, into the register of the
grotesque with terrifying images and imprecating expression, as in the
poem Ziua mâniei (Day of Wrath), representative in many respects:
Deschide- te- - -

- -
-

-
- - -nghite/ pe

recum balena l-a pus la adapost cândva pe Iona// Da. Gura ta
-articulase Verbul// Deschide-

-
The eros crystallized in Ma is

no exception to the dominant discursive tone: cold, distant, placed under
the auspices of intellect, rendered with logical rigor, unstylized, assuming
both lucidity and unconcessive sincerity as main features of lyricism, in a
supreme effort of inner clearing, of assumption of own identity in the
emergency mode of thought and living. The poem Falanga (Phalanx) seems
to be the most illustrative for such treatment, for the "cold" treatment of
eros, without any shadow of idealization. It is a love poem from which

utopias have completely withdrawn, the conventional rendering of
feelings being replaced by poetic cry of liminal, authentic expressive
power: - de- -/

de trupuri/ mirositoare asudate/ sub care am scâncit (din
- unu-doi -

deoarece-i iubeam m- - -am culcat cu ei pe
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e ca-ntr- -au
-am strâns aici eu/ i-am

instruit i- - -
-

stângaci duc lan
-

Very many of the poems of Marta Petreu have the allure of self-
portraits, in which the poet transcribes the internal and external
articulations of being, its betrayals and cowardice, anger and fears,
enthusiasms and withdrawal, in an unconcessive lucid and, at the same
time, disturbing expression, due to the exasperation that can be divined; an
example in point is Biografie robot in which the life of the self is wholly
rendered, in an austere sketch, complete with its accomplishments and
imperfections:

cuvinte/ repetabil fi-
oare sunt/ pentru fericire doar

câteva momente -

-

A poem such as Colaps (Collapse) brings a fundamental antinomy that

reason, and also between the traumatizing reality and intellect. For the
author, the intellect is the only instance that can protect and save being
from demonic time, demonic history, from the demonic whirling of senses.
By framing feelings in reasoning and axioms, by encapsulating the
pulsations of the soul in the rigor of concepts, the being regains its lost
balance, takes refuge in a place of order and harmony. The brain is
therefore an essential metaphor for the lyricism of Marta Petreu Am

r/ ca-
ntr-
propriului corp -/ jubilam/ Emisferele cerebrale sunt cel mai senzual cuplu:/
o juisare într- tr-un cerc

- tot atâtea
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-
creier/ ca-ntr- pofagii

If the gesture of inhabiting has, for Marta Petreu, the
connotations of exasperation of living and of the fear of nothingness, the
place itself, the setting of living, is invested with the valences of negation
and destruction. Reification images, the funambulist-oneiric cast, the
symbols of boundaries and captivity, the metaphors of falling, all are part
of a doomsday scenario in which consciousness is itself imprisoned, 
annihilated, without any beneficial landmark, without any ontological and
gnosiological support, as in the suggestive poem Locul (Place): Aici se

dentice/ indiferente/

Poet of ontological exasperation, of the strain of being, of life on the
edge, Marta Petreu writes and lives with the spectrum of egotism haunting
her, summarizing her fears in elliptical lines, in an expression of liminal
conciseness, in highly concentrated, corrosive images, in unconcessive
visions, where epiphanies are only sudden iridescences of a daily hell. It is
a hell from which even the feeling of love has been evacuated, a world of
cruelty and alienation, completely stripped of the illusion of redemption.
This at least we are told, in the poem Coborârea îngerilor (descent of
angels):

asta de sânge/ hemoragia asta înt

Domine nu / Noi suntem pe de-a-

Dom

-
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The poetry of Marta Petreu is, as it has often
been underlined, a poetry of the intellect, where the reflexes of the real and
of the self are carefully geometricized, receive fair dimensions and
relevance through proportion and semantic relief. But it is, on the other
hand, also a poetry of ontic exasperation, where the poetic thought draws
the convulsive lines of the spasms of undisguised experience that shuns any
trace of conventionality or mythicization.
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